Closed reduction in the treatment of developmental dysplasia of the hip
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Regardless of patient’s age, the goal is same in the treatment of Developmental Dysplasia of the Hip (DDH). This objective is primarily to provide anatomic and stable reduction, maintenance of the achieved reduction and capturing the normal developmental course of hip. The most essential target of this short term objective should be achieving a long-lasting, preferably life time stable, fully functioned and pain free hip. While treating with this goal, physician should choose the optimum method for his/her patient among several methods. Today, treatment algorithms have been formed to decrease the complexity in DDH treatment. Despite being used more limitedly in these algorithms today than it was used in the past, closed reduction is one of the most indispensable methods of DDH treatment. In this article, description, efficiency and possible complications and problems of closed reduction as a method will be reviewed.

Description and method

Closed reduction under general anaesthesia in DDH treatment can be defined as spica cast application to provide reduction of dislocated or subluxated hip or to maintain the achieved reduction. Currently, this method is an approach preferred in 12 months old or younger patients. Other methods are generally preferred in patients over 1 year old not to increase complication rates. The first method to be preferred among 0-4 [6] month old patients should be Pavlik harness. Closed reduction is preferred in patients of this age group when treatment is a failure with Pavlik harness or bandage is not applicable due to family in compliance, social reasons etc. The
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author chooses closed reduction before walking period in his own application. While Pavlik harness is used as first method in patients diagnosed before six months old, closed reduction or plaster cast immobilization is used as standard method in patients when Pavlik harness is not successful or bandage cannot be used due to different reasons.

Traction before closed reduction (skin or skeleton, house or hospital) is one of the methods applied for years to provide a higher rate of treatment with closed reduction and to decrease avascular necrosis (AVN) rates.\(^{[1,2,3]}\) However, today traction before reduction is a rarely preferred method. The basic reason of this situation is that the effects of traction application on particularly avascular necrosis rates could not be shown positively in terms of science.\(^{[4,5]}\) Also, in the research conducted by Paediatric Orthopaedic Society of North America-POSNA, it was found out that only 5% of members used traction before reduction.\(^{[6]}\) Besides, although traction method has been used as standard treatment method in author’s clinic for years, it was seen that there was no significant difference between results of these patients and patients on whom traction was not applied in terms of avascular necrosis rates.\(^{[7]}\) Thus, the author does not apply traction before reduction in his applications.

Closed reduction is carried in the operating room under general anaesthesia. Reduction should be tried without any force applied. It is generally achieved in flexion or abduction position of the hip. Therefore, arthrography is required to determine the reduction quality. It is also possible to determine the situations preventing reduction. The acceptable way of arthrography controlled reduction is anatomic reduction (Fig. IA and IB). The hip’s safe zone (adduction-abduction motion range in which reduction can be maintained) should be determined. In case this range is narrow, it should be widened by open or closed adductor tenotomy. This procedure is also need to decrease the frequency of AVN.

One of the most important decisions that a surgeon applying closed reduction should make is to determine the power to be applied for reduction. Surgeon should not need more force to maintain this after providing reduction. Also, excess positions should not be required for maintenance of reduction. It should be maintained in human position. This is hyperflexion and restricted abduction. In his clinical application, the author gives at least 90 degrees flexion position to the hip and avoids abduction position more than 45-50 degrees. If inner rotation movement in addition to excess abduction is needed to maintain reduction, this is a message indicating that closed method is not suitable for the patient and excess abduction and inner rotation must definitely be avoided. Second basic point is the quality of reduction. Acceptable reduction is arthrography controlled anatomic reduction. The surgeon should not hesitate about this.

![Figure 1](a) Posterior-anterior pelvic graph of a 7 month-old baby girl with left hip dislocation. (b) Concentric reduction view of the same patient in human position after arthrography.
After reduction is provided anatomically and within acceptable limits and this situation is arthrographically shown, spica cast should be applied for the maintenance of reduction. The authors prefers that plaster cast is extended to both ankles in babies. The most important advantage of standard plaster casts is their shapeability. However synthetic plaster casts are more durable, light and allow better imaging in radiological control after plaster cast. Also application is facilitated. Although the author prefers synthetic materials, it is best for the surgeon to use the most familiar method. (Fig. II). Basic point while plaster cast is applied is that hip is taken to the requested position and this position is not changed during casting. Abduction amount is often increased with the concern of exhaustion and reduction loss during the procedure. Surgeon should be careful about this. Other basic point is shaping the plaster cast. Plaster cast should be shaped well particularly in gluteal region to prevent reduction losses. Radiological reduction control should definitely be made after casting procedure is finished. In suspected situations and if image of enough quality cannot be achieved due to the cast, computerized tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to check reduction quality.  

Immobilization period within the cast is not standard. Differences can be seen between clinics and surgeons. Applications of various surgeons are mentioned in classic paediatric orthopaedic books without giving certain periods. General application is immobilization of patient with plaster cast for 3 months. Patient and the cast should be checked in the 6th week of application. The fact that reduction continues should be mentioned in control visits. Cast should be replaced if it is destroyed. This replacement should preferably be done in OR conditions. It is not possible to talk about standard applications after cast is taken away. Some surgeons prefer to use the device until hip is totally back to normal while others use abduction device for a certain period. Author usually makes the follow-up of patients with abduction device for 2-3 months after 3 months of immobilization. Abduction device should firstly be used in a full time manner which is 22-23 hours a day followed by 10-12 hours a day (e.g; 6 weeks full time and 6 weeks partially). Excess positions should certainly be avoided while the device is applied to patients. Scientific efficiency of this device application is not clear and traditionally applied in many clinics.

Complications

Complications after closed reduction in DDH treatment can be divided into two sub-groups. These are early and late complications. Early complications belong to cast and arthrography. Detailed information about these can be found in many orthopaedic books. Growth disturbance of proximal femur that appears basically in late period and AVN are the most important complications of the procedure that affect the hip. This situation is defined as proximal femoral growth disturbance by some authors.  

The most utilized of AVN findings is defined by Salter et al. These are:

1. Non-appearance of ossific nucleus of femoral head 1 year after reduction,
2. Lack of growth in ossific nucleus of femoral head within 1 year after reduction
3. thickening in femoral neck within 1 year after reduction
4. Increased density of femoral head and fragmentation of femoral head

There is no ideal classification for made for AVN. Although, there is no definition at present
which is accepted by researchers and completely defines the deformities that occur, Burcholz and Ogden, Kalamchi and Mac Ewen classifications are frequently used. Classifications have similar features and define 4 types of AVN. In both classifications, temporary fragmentation and delay in appearance of ossific nucleus, lateral epiphyseal damage, medial epiphyseal damage and complete head invasion are basic parameters (Fig IIIA, B, C).

Many factors are held responsible about AVN in literature. However it is not possible to define a certain reason. Femoral head AVN does not occur in untreated hips. Therefore, there is no doubt that it is an iatrogenic complication. Circulation disorder, pressure necrosis are the most accused reasons. Traction application, age at the time of reduction, power applied for reduction, immobilization position, appearance of femoral head ossific nucleus, position of femoral head are topics discussed in literature. Some of these factors cannot be changed by the treating surgeon. However it is possible to decrease the complication rate by changing some of these. It is not possible to talk about a certain rate in literature. Usually different rates are mentioned by assessing various features in heterogeneous series. Rates between 0-73 percent reported from various articles are given in classical books. Aksoy et al reported 15% AVN after closed reduction. Type I AVN is determined in 7% of these patients (temporary fragmentation or delay in occurrence of ossific nucleus). According to this, AVN rate with the possibility to create a problem in long term seems to be 8%. The most important factor that affects long term result in this study is determined as AVN. Also, patient's age and acetabular index before reduction are determined as factors statistically related to AVN. The highness of acetabular index and performing the treatment in late period increase the risk of AVN. In this study, satisfactory results were achieved in more than 80% of patients. However study results are not homogenous in the literature as mentioned and every study brings different factors.

Common compromising point of all studies is that the basic factor that affects prognosis in DDH treatment is AVN. Therefore, decreasing AVN frequency should be the most basic approach in patients treated with closed reduction. In this case surgeon can be changed and situation that is certain-
reduction and confirmation of this during and tabaf needed after the procedure, avoidance of extreme positions and not insisting on closed reduction when necessary.

**Situations that require attention in closed reduction procedure and afterwards**

Closed reduction is a method applied frequently during DDH treatment and generally seen as a simple procedure. However, considering patient’s age and situation that may be caused by possible complication in the future, it is clear that closed reduction is a much more important intervention than many orthopaedic procedures. Therefore, procedure must be done under maximum attention and necessary time should be spent. Following situation define frequently made mistakes that increase complication rates.

1- The family should be adequately informed when closed reduction is decided for patient. Surgeon should have declared to the family that open reduction might be performed in necessary. Inadequate notification of the family is a factor that causes surgeon to insist on closed method.

2- Procedure should preferably be applied as prioritized case of the day in early hours and assuming that open surgery is needed while making OR plan of the day, saving enough time and making bed reservation to hospitalize the patient if needed. If preparation for open reduction is not made, is there is no bed for patient after operation, these factors increase surgeon’s insisting on closed reduction and calls for acceptance of inadequate reductions and immobilization in extreme positions and complications. Risk of surgeon’s insisting on closed reduction increases due to surgeon’s exhaustion and in patience if procedure is made in the last hours of the day. Closed reduction procedure should not be seen as the resting case of surgeon and his/her team between two long interventions. This situation is one of the most basic mistakes that create inattentive procedure and complication risk.

3- Cleaning conditions should be cared in a maximum level during arthrography procedure and infection risk of the joint should be decreased to a minimum level.

4- Surgeon should avoid continuous increase of abduction with the concern of exhaustion and reduction loss during casting. Patient position should frequently be checked. There should be no hesitation about plaster replacement if bad positioning is determined after plaster cast application.

5. The procedure should certainly be done by an experienced surgeon on paediatric orthopaedics or under his/her supervision.

6. Surgeon should certainly check the patients and plaster cast after they wake up. Neurovascular status of lower extremities should be evaluated. Also, it must be determined that plaster does not apply any pressure on the chest of baby and abdomen space is adequate. Genital zone must be adequately opened to provide the care of baby and must be checked by surgeon.

7. Family should be informed in details about the plaster care and possible complications and people and place to be applied in case of a problem should be determined.

**Conclusion**

Closed reduction is a treatment method applied in eligible patients with satisfactory results for years in DDH treatment. The procedure gives good results in satisfactory rates and low complication rates when applied by experienced orthopaedic surgeons. Currently, arthrography controlled closed reduction and cast immobilization in human position by avoiding excess positions before walking period under general anaesthesia still remains as an acceptable standard method. It should be remembered that in DDH treatment, time helps re-shaping only in hips without AVN and with provision of stable reduction; otherwise time has no healing effect.
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